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Corin Forest
2020 Black Summer – The Aftermath Series
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INSPIRATION

‘When you can
simplify
and distil things,
it makes your
communication
stronger.’

‘I started off in stock photography,’ Ben said.
‘I used to sell images through an American
agency. I did all kinds of nature and landscape
and other photography through that agency.
And then I got into weddings. And now I guess
I'm primarily known as a wedding photographer,
because that's been my core business for the
last 15 years. But I’d say in my heart I'm still
very much a landscape and fine arts nature
photographer really. And that's where I'm sort
of going back to now.’

The wedding industry with its long, physically
exhausting days is, he says, a young person’s
game. And COVID has helped him shift focus.
‘For the last year, all I could do was travel
locally. So I used to just drive on weekends,
doing a little circuit up to the Snowy Mountains.
Travelling around and looking at all these
scarred landscapes was a bit of therapy for me,’
he explained. ‘We're all stuck in lockdown and
becoming very frustrated and self-absorbed.
But being out there in those landscapes, well
it's a way of saying “hey, you know what's
happening to me personally is annoying but
it's nothing in the big picture.” When you look
at these landscapes and look at how they
have been affected by climate change,
it gives you a broader perspective on life.
The bigger challenges we face took the focus
off my internal problems. Just being out there
in the landscape itself is a form of therapy for
a photographer’.
Terrible as the fire devastation was, its
transformation of the landscape presented
Ben with an unanticipated opportunity. ‘I was
attracted to the landscape because it was so
different,’ he said. ‘One of the things that I teach
in my workshops is the importance of simplicity.
I don’t know if Leonardo da Vinci actually said
this but it's attributed to him. He said “Simplicity
is the ultimate sophistication”.
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Left: Yarding up for lambmarking at 'Warringah', Blackall, CW QLD. Above: Early morning drafting of merinos at
'Warringah' Blackall, CW QLD.

‘In all respects,
I try to keep
the integrity of
an image as
true as I can to
what I saw when
I shot it.’

It sounds like you don’t have much
time to feel isolated or lonely. Is it rare
for you to have contact with other
photographers?

I think your photography, including
the portrait and family work, has a
fresh, positive contemporary look to it.
Is that a style you aim for?

I’m well used to isolation and very comfortable
with my own company. But contact with other
like-minded photographers is always welcome.
I’m part of the Beauty in the Bush Collective
((beautyinthebushcollective.com.au), a group
of 10 professional photographers from around
Australia. Our aim is basically to showcase rural
and regional Australia, and to support each
other. It came about last year during the COVID
lockdown when one photographer contacted
other photographers she liked and admired,
and asked if we wanted to do a weekly Instagram
loop. We have lots of plans for the group as it
keeps evolving. This year we’ve produced the first
issue of a quarterly print publication, called Bush
Journal, and a 2022 calendar.

Honestly, I just shoot what I see and try to
showcase as authentically as possible the people
who live on the land. I don’t like to ask anyone
to pose or stand a certain way. If they’re not
comfortable in themselves, or comfortable with
me, it shows in the image.
The Queensland light may also have something
to do with my style. While I love early morning and
late afternoon light as much as any photographer,
I’m probably one of the few that embraces
harsh midday light. Stockwork is an all-day job.
Having said all that, every commercial
assignment has a different brief and I have a
different plan in mind to fulfill that. It can be
quite specific. For example, they may want
shots with negative space to accommodate text.
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LOCATIONS

The Labyrinth
LOCATED AT THE SOUTHERN END OF TASMANIA'S WORLD FAMOUS
OVERLAND TRACK, THIS AREA IS KNOWN FOR ITS SPECTACULAR
MOUNTAIN RANGES, ALPINE TARNS AND TREES.
Gerard Horsman

Why visit
The Labyrinth presents a glimpse into
an ancient world that offers a range of
photographic possibilities unique to this
remote area of wilderness. A trip to Labyrinth
will have you trekking through towering stands
of old growth forest, embracing the reality of
backcountry camping and even testing your
climbing skills in its mountains.

When to go
Although you can access the Labyrinth all year
round, keep in mind that this is a self-supported
trek which requires all your gear to be carried in
and out. The somewhat unpredictable weather will
play a key role in your decision about when to visit.
Summer’s long days allow plenty of daylight to
explore the area. That also means that trekkers

have the opportunity to see more features over
fewer days. The warmer months are also the best
time to explore the mountain tops as there is
less rain to complicate the climbing experience.
Autumn provides photographers with different
opportunities in the Labyrinth. Nothofagus gunnii,
otherwise known as ‘fagus’, is Australia’s only
true alpine bush which changes its colouring
before losing its leaves for winter.
Photographers travel from faraway places to
capture Tasmanian alpine scenes with these
deciduous bushes in full seasonal change.
And the Labyrinth is no exception as its mountain
sides turn shades of yellows and reds.
Winter can get very cold and unpredictable
high up on this plateau. Studying the weather
is crucial if you want to optimise your time
and avoid the disappointment of heavy clouds

The Labyrinth. Isolated mountain tarns can be found dotted throughout the landscape.
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and rain. Expect, and be prepared for extreme,
expedition-style trekking if the weather turns.
This season also adds drama to the
landscape with snow-laden trees and frozen
tarns. Early morning landscapes come to life
with glittering ice crystals hanging on the region’s
ancient pencil pines.
Spring brings the rain as the season changes,
adding another dynamic to the landscape as
mountain streams and newly formed waterfalls
provide eye-catching points of interest.

Getting there
Visiting Tasmania is not difficult. Regular flights
depart from Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane
and fly direct to Hobart and Launceston. Direct
flights to Hobart also leave from the Gold Coast,
Adelaide and Perth.

LOCATIONS

Pool of Memories. Early morning fog adds movement to the landscape.
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SHOOTING TIPS

Controlling
JPEG output
WE LOOK AT THE IN-CAMERA ADJUSTMENTS YOU CAN MAKE TO MATCH
THE JPEG RECORDED BY YOUR CAMERA TO DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS.
Margaret Brown

W

hile we all know it’s best to shoot
raw files because they give you
maximum control over the ‘look’
and quality of images, not all of us know what
to do when only JPEGs are required. Situations
like this frequently arise for sports and wedding
photographers, who need to have images
posted online or on display screens as quickly
as possible after shots were taken but they can
also happen to everyday photographers.
Since data storage has become relatively
cheap, it’s best to record RAW+JPEG pairs
wherever possible. But, while you have plenty
of scope for post-capture adjustments with the
raw files, leaving the camera with the default
JPEG settings won’t necessarily give you the
best-looking (or most saleable) JPEGs.

JPEG defaults
All camera manufacturers choose which
adjustments get ‘baked into’ JPEG files.
Some do it well, as the example on this
page shows. But many boost contrast and
saturation and some, especially in entrylevel cameras, will also warm colours on the
premise that people prefer ‘healthy-looking’,
warm-toned skins (regardless of subjects’
racial origins). Many also apply additional
sharpening and noise reduction processing.
These unseen adjustments make shooting
with the Full Auto or Programmed Auto modes
problematic because you can’t predict what
they will do. And because scenes can differ,
the automatic adjustments won’t be repeatable.
Few cameras record truly ‘neutral’ JPEG
images; instead they capture images the
manufacturer thinks you’ll find ‘pleasing’.
Fortunately, if you don’t like the manufacturer’s
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An example of a JPEG image with a natural-looking colour and tonal balance straight out of the camera. Even though
it’s an 8-bit file, the highlights are not blown out and there are few areas with blocked-up shadows.

defaults you needn’t be stuck with them, even
though they might be quick and convenient.
There are three steps to take to ensure
the JPEGs captured by your camera will match
your expectations:
1. Make sure you record a correct exposure
with an optimal tonal balance. There’s no
room for errors in JPEG images, since the
image data is encoded in only eight bits –
unlike raw files which are 12- or 14-bit files.
JPEG data is also compressed (typically with a
10:1 compression ratio, although often much
higher). With scenes in which the tonal range

is greater than the 255-step range that can
be recorded in a JPEG file, tones outside the
range will be ‘clipped’ and lost.
The images on the opposite page show
what happens when the dynamic (tonal) range
in the scene is greater than an 8-bit JPEG can
handle. Highlights (circled in red) ‘blow out’
where no detail is recorded, while shadows
(circled in green) ‘block up’ to total black,
again without details.
2. Take control of colour rendition. Automatic
colour settings are usually programmed to
replicate colours under lighting equivalent to

SHOOTING TIPS

‘With 8-bit files you’re limited
in what you can do. ’
noon, outdoors on a sunny day. Outside of
that narrow band, colours will drift, becoming
cooler as the camera corrects for the warming
tones that characterise low sun angles. Cloudy
conditions will also affect colour balance.
In some cases, in-camera presets will provide
adequate corrections, as is the case with most
white priority auto white balance settings. But you
may need to use the fine-tuning adjustments
the camera provides and with 8-bit files you’re
limited in what you can do.
3. Saturation, contrast, sharpness and
noise reduction are among the other main
parameters adjusted automatically in JPEG
files. These adjustments permanently affect
JPEG files when they are saved to the memory
card. If the default JPEG settings are too
saturated, too contrasty or show signs of
sharpening artefacts or are softened by
excessive noise-reduction you should step in
BEFORE shots are taken and make adjustments
to in-camera parameters.
While these parameters are simple to
adjust when converting raw files into editable
formats – providing a powerful argument
for recording raw files simultaneously with
JPEGs – it’s much easier to establish more
neutral values for JPEGs in the camera than
to fix adjustments that have been ‘baked’ into
JPEG files. There’s no right or wrong setting
for any adjustment; it’s simply a matter of the
photographer’s taste.
In summary: fully automatic shooting modes
are best avoided since they won’t let you
adjust most parameters. If in doubt and you
must use an automated mode, set the camera
to Programmed AE (P) which allows some
adjustments to be made.

This JPEG image shows what happens when the dynamic (tonal) range in the scene is greater than an 8-bit JPEG can
handle. Highlights (circled in red) ‘blow out’ where no detail is recorded, while shadows (circled in green) ‘block up’ to
total black, again without details.

Be cautious
Whenever you purchase a new camera,
carry out some tests to see how it processes
JPEGs and base your tweaks on the results.
Be aware that small changes in factors like the
shooting angle or the colour and/or intensity
of light caused by passing clouds can alter the
automatic adjustments.
Subject movement can also change the
background, which will often affect colour and
brightness reproduction. You need to be alert
to such changes and take control, rather than
leaving it to processing algorithms.

The same scene taken from a 14-bit raw file showing details in both highlights and shadows.
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OUTPUT TIPS

COMPONENT

ROLE

BUYING ADVICE

Computer

Sits at the heart of every
digital workflow

Processing speed is important when handling large image files so it is best
to buy as much processing speed and memory as you can afford. A 6-core
multiprocessor is the minimum recommendation. GPU (graphic processing unit)
acceleration is required for display rendering, zooming and navigation.

Monitor

The primary viewing device

At least a 24-inch screen with IPS (in-plane switching) technology, 1920 x 1200
pixel resolution, 95%+ coverage of Adobe RGB colour space, brightness,
contrast, gamma, colour adjustments and input & output ports to suit other
devices in the workflow.

Colorimeter

For calibrating the monitor to
ensure it reproduces hues and
tones accurately

Must come with software that produces an ICC profile of your screen’s colour
rendition characteristics which is stored in your computer for use when editing
and printing your images. Choose between Datacolour Spyder and X-Rite i1
Display devices.

Scanner

For digitising images captured on
film and photo prints

Flatbed scanners are ideal for digitising prints (colour and B&W) but you will
need a scanner with light transmission for scanning film. Film scanners require
higher resolution – at least 2400 dpi. Combination flatbed/film scanners are
recommended if you have both prints and images on film.

Printer

The primary output device for
hard copies

Choose on the basis of two factors: output size and ink type. An A3+ printer
should be large enough for most photo enthusiasts – although a few will want
A2. Pigment inks work best with matte and fine art papers and also canvas; dye
inks produce the best results on glossy and semi-gloss media.

Core devices
Five core components are required for a digital
darkroom: a computer, a monitor, a scanner,
a printer and a calibration device. Various
peripherals will be associated with them, such
as software and output media but the devices
play the key roles, which are outlined in the
table above.

Practical considerations
Some colorimeters, such as the one shown in this
illustration, include facilities for measuring the light
level in your workspace. This measurement can
be used to indicate if your working area is either
too bright or too dark and the measured value will
also be incorporated into subsequent calibration
measurements.
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It doesn’t really matter a great deal whether
your computer is a laptop or desktop; Windows
or Mac OS. The main requirement is to meet
your needs.
If your darkroom is a separate area in your
home, a desktop computer will provide the
best ‘bangs for the buck’ when it comes to
power and flexibility. Photographers who
need to be mobile will probably prefer a laptop.
The important things to concentrate on are
the processor speed, the amount of RAM
(random access memory) and the ability to
handle graphics.
If you’re buying a new computer for photo
editing, budget for between $1000 at the
entry-level for a desktop machine or in excess
of $2000 for a laptop with a 15-inch screen

(the smallest recommended size). Usually, the
more you invest in the computer, the better its
performance will be and the longer it is likely to
remain suitable for your work.
If you’re using a laptop you may want to
invest in a separate monitor. Dual-screen
setups are popular with image and video
editors since they let you 'park' toolbars on one
screen, leaving the other screen uncluttered
for displaying the image you are working on.
Both Windows and Mac operating systems
support dual monitor set-ups.
When buying a monitor, make sure it has
brightness, contrast and red, green and blue
channel colour adjustments. Some monitors are
sold with one or more of these controls locked,
which prevents accurate profiling. A 24-inch
screen with 1920 x 1200 pixel resolution is the
minimum requirement. (Note: you don’t need
4K resolution unless you’re working with video.)
Some monitors come with built-in calibration
sensors which can be set to check the screen at
regular intervals. Busy photographers find them
worth paying extra for – and they can reduce
the need for a separate colorimeter. Expect to
pay around $2500 for a 24-inch screen with
this feature.

OUTPUT TIPS

‘When buying
a monitor,
make sure it
has brightness,
contrast and red,
green and blue
channel colour
adjustments.’

These screen grabs demonstrate the practical value of regular monitor calibration. The top one shows
the screen’s colour and tonal reproduction before calibration (note the magenta bias), while the lower
one shows the screen post-calibration.

Monitors designed for image editing will provide adjustments for brightness,
contrast and the red, green and blue colour channels to enable you to achieve
accurate colour calibration.

If you want to make poster-sized enlargements and produce panoramic prints you
will need a printer with roll paper support.
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COMPETITIONS

European Honey Bee
By Ron Johnson
Nikon D500; Sigma 150mm macro lens; 1/4000s; f/7.1; ISO 800;
Manual; No flash; Hand held
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Don’s response
Although his kit is pared back to the essentials, Ron
Johnson’s macro photography is consistently strong.
As he demonstrates in the marvellously detailed
study, you don’t need an exotic creature on a rare
flower in a remote jungle to produce an arresting
result. An ordinary honey bee doing its daily work on
an ordinary flower in an ordinary suburban backyard
will serve just as well.

COMPETITIONS

Snow Gums on the Bogong Plains
By Trace O'Rourke
Sony A7R II; FE 24-105mm f/4 G OSS lens; ISO 250; 1/50s;
f/8 @ 24mm

The majestic Snow Gums of the Bogong Alpine Plains. For
me these are one of many iconic symbols of our varied
Australian landscape.

Don’s response
If you’re an aspiring landscape photographer
you could do worse than spend a little time
looking closely at this image from the lens of
Trace O’Rourke. Photographing the Australian
bush is exceptionally challenging. Our vegetation
is often given to a kind of scrubby busyness
that challenges photographers to find a unifying
pattern in the resolutely random tangles.
So when you see a forthright image like this,
it’s worth the effort to think about why. What has
the photographer done to make the tree both the
star of the show, as it were, and the beckoning
guide, gesturing toward the more subtle
visual patterns to be found in the background?
And how are light and shade balanced? The best
photographs draw you in with such questions.
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